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Abstract— The edge-set encoding of trees directly represents
trees as sets of their edges. Non-heuristic operators for edge-sets
manipulate trees’ edges without regard for their weights, while
heuristic operators consider edges’ weights when including or
excluding them. In the latter case, the operators generally favor
edges with lower weights, and they tend to generate trees that
resemble minimum spanning trees. This bias is strong, which
suggests that EAs that employ heuristic operators will succeed
when optimum solutions resemble MSTs but fail otherwise.
The one-max tree problem is a scalable test problem for
trees where the optimum solution can be pre-defined. Heuristic
operators for edge-sets fail when optimum solutions are random
trees or stars. Similarly, for the optimal communication spanning
tree (OCST) problem, heuristic operators are efficient only for
problem instances where optimal solutions are slightly different
from MSTs. In contrast, for both problems the performance of
non-heuristic operators is approximately independent of the type
of the optimal solution.
Therefore, heuristic operators for edge-sets should be used only
if optimal solutions closely resemble MSTs. If optimal solutions
have low or no bias towards MSTs, heuristic operators for edgesets fail, and non-heuristic operators should be preferred.
Index Terms— edge-sets, tree representation, bias, one-max
tree problem, optimal communication spanning tree problem.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A

SPANNING tree T (V, E) is a connected graph with
n = |V | vertices and |E| = n − 1 edges. T contains
no cycles. Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have successfully
been applied to a large variety of tree problems such as the
degree-constrained minimum spanning tree (D-MST) problem
[1]–[3] and the optimal communication spanning tree (OCST)
problem [4]–[6].
When using EAs for tree problems it is necessary to encode
a solution (tree) such that evolutionary search operators like
crossover or mutation can be applied. There are two different
possibilities: either indirect or direct representations. Indirect
representations usually encode a tree (phenotype) as a list of
strings (genotypes) and apply standard search operators to the
genotypes. The phenotype is constructed by an appropriate
genotype-phenotype mapping (representation). Examples are
NetKeys [7], the link-and-node-biased encoding [8], determinant factorization [9], and Prüfer numbers [10], [11]. In
contrast, direct representations encode a tree as a set of edges
and apply search operators directly to this set. Therefore,
no representation is necessary. Instead, tree-specific search
operators must be developed as standard search operators
can no longer be used. Examples are edge-set encoding [3]
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and NetDir encoding [12, Chap. 7.1]. Raidl and Julstrom
[3] proposed different variants of the operators for edge-sets:
heuristic operators which consider the edges’ weights, and
non-heuristic operators. The authors conclude that “tests on
two sets of hard degree-constrained MST problem instances
indicate the superioriy of edge sets, particularly when the
variation operators implement edge-cost-based heuristics, to
several other codings of spanning trees” [3, p. 238].
A bias of a direct encoding means that the encoding-specific
initialization, crossover, or mutation operators prefer a specific
type of solution and push a population in this direction. As the
heuristic operators for edge-sets prefer low-weighted edges,
they are expected to show a bias towards MSTs [3], [13]. The
purpose of this paper is
1) to investigate thoroughly the bias of the operators for
edge-sets, and
2) to study how this bias influences EA performance. It is
of special interest how EA performance depends on the
properties of the optimal solution.
The performance of edge-sets is studied for the one-max tree
problem and the OCST problem. The one-max tree problem
is a test problem where optimal solutions can be pre-defined.
This allows us to study how EA performance depends on the
structure of the optimal solution. For the OCST problem, we
study how EA performance depends on the distance between
the optimal solution and an MST. Since optimal solutions are
similar to MSTs [14], EAs using heuristic operators for edgesets are expected to show high performance.
The main findings of this paper are:
1) Heuristic crossover and mutation operators for edge-sets
favor MST-like trees. Crossover’s bias is stronger than
that of mutation.
2) EAs that use heuristic operators for edge-sets perform
well only on problem instances whose optimum solutions are similar to MSTs.
3) EAs with heuristic operators show good performance
on instances of the OCST problem with random edge
weights, but not on instances with Euclidean weights.
Optimum solutions for the former resemble MSTs; those
for the latter in general do not.
4) When the structure of optimum solutions is not known,
heuristic operators are not appropriate.
The next section gives a brief overview of tree representations.
Then, we focus on the functionality (Sect. III) and bias
(Sect. IV) of edge-sets. Sections V and VI examine how edgesets’ performance depends on the type of optimal solution for
the one-max tree problem and the OCST problem, respectively.
The paper ends with concluding remarks.
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II. R EPRESENTATIONS FOR T REES
Tree optimization problems are common combinatorial optimization problems [15], [16] which are often N P-hard
[17]. Therefore, only few efficient algorithmic methods are
available, and heuristic optimization methods are often used.
Since the performance of such methods strongly depends on
the encoding, there is a variety of tree encodings.
Palmer [5] compared different types of tree encoding and
developed a new representation, the link and node biased
(LNB) encoding. EAs using the LNB encoding showed good
results in comparison with a greedy star search heuristic [5,
Chap. 5].
The characteristic vector (CV) encoding [6], [18]–[20]
represents a tree as a list of n(n−1)/2 binary values. Infeasible
solutions (non-trees) can occur which are usually repaired. The
CV encoding shows good performance only when used for
trees on a small number of nodes [12, Sect. 6.3].
Abuali et al. [9] introduced determinant factorization. This
representation is based on the in-degree matrix of the original
graph, and each factor represents a spanning tree if the
determinant corresponding to that factor is equal to one. Tests
indicated EA performance similar to the LNB encoding.
Weighted encodings, such as weighted encoding [21],
NetKey encoding [7], and LNB encoding as well as variants
of it [22] represent a tree using a list of continuous weights.
The weights define an order of the edges and the represented
tree is constructed from this ordered list of edges using tree
construction algorithms like Kruskal’s or Prim’s algorithm.
Cayley codes [23] such as Prüfer numbers [10] describe a
one-to-one mapping between spanning trees on n nodes and
strings of n − 2 node labels. Other Cayley codes have been
proposed by Neville [24] (Neville II and Neville III), Deo and
Micikevicius [25] (D-M code), and Picciotto [26] (Blob Code,
Happy Code, and Dandelion Code). [27] presented a unified
approach for Cayley codes which is based on the definition
of node pairs reducing the coding problem to the problem of
sorting these pairs into lexicographic order. The locality of an
encoding describes how well small changes in the genotype
correspond to small changes in the phenotype. Because of
problems with low locality, Prüfer numbers lead to low EA
performance [11], [28]. The locality of the Blob code is higher
than Prüfer numbers resulting in higher EA performance [29],
[30]. Paulden and Smı́th [31] extended this work and showed
that a single mutation to a Dandelion string leads to, at the
most, five edge changes in the corresponding tree, whereas the
Prüfer number encoding has no fixed locality bound.
Recently, several direct representations for trees have been
proposed; a direct representation for trees [32], the edge-set
encoding studied in this paper, and the NetDir encoding [12].
For direct representations, there is no additional mapping from
the phenotype space to a different genotype space, but treespecific search operators are applied directly to trees.
III. E DGE -S ET E NCODING
Edge-sets directly represent trees as sets of edges. Therefore, encoding-specific initialization, crossover, and mutation
operators are necessary [3].
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A. Edge-Set Encoding without Heuristics
1) Initialization: Raidl and Julstrom [3] proposed three different initialization strategies: PrimRST, RandWalkRST, and
KruskalRST. PrimRST slightly overrepresents star-like trees
and underrepresents trees similar to lists. RandWalkRST has
an average running time of O(n log n), however, the worstcase running time is unbounded. Therefore, [3] recommended
use of KruskalRST which is based on Kruskal’s algorithm.
When constructing a tree, KruskalRST chooses edges (i, j)
not according to their weights wij but randomly. It has a small
bias towards stars (which is lower than the bias of PrimRST).
procedure KruskalRST(V, E):
T ← ∅, A ← E;
//E is the set of available edges
while |T | < |V | − 1 do
choose an edge {(u, v)} ∈ A at random;
A ← A − {(u, v)};
if u and v are not yet connected in T then
T ← T ∪ {(u, v)};
return T .
2) Recombination: To obtain an offspring Tof f from two
parental trees T1 and T2 with the edge sets E1 and E2 ,
KruskalRST is applied to the graph Gcr = (V, E1 ∪ E2 ).
The crossover operator has high heritability [30], [33] as in
the absence of constraints, only parental edges are used to
create the offspring. Crossover becomes more sophisticated
for constrained MST problems as then the RST algorithm can
create infeasible tree from Gcr = (V, E1 ∪ E2 ).
Raidl and Julstrom [3] distinguished two different recombination operators: the variant previously described is denoted
as KruskalRST crossover. The second variant is denoted as
KruskalRST* crossover. For this variant, in a first step all
edges (E1 ∩ E2 ) are included in the offspring Tof f . Then
Tof f is completed by applying KruskalRST to the remaining
edges (E1 ∪ E2 )\(E1 ∩ E2 ). Results from [3] indicate a better
performance of KruskalRST* for the D-MST problem.
3) Mutation: The two variants of the mutation operator
randomly replace one edge in a tree. The first variant randomly
chooses one edge that is not present in T and includes it. Then,
one edge from the cycle is randomly chosen and removed
(”insertion before deletion”). The second variant first randomly
deletes one edge from T and then connects the two disjoint
connected components using a random edge not present in
T (”deletion before insertion”). The running time is O(n) if
there are no additional constraints.
B. Edge-Set Encoding with Heuristics
Because of the assumption that in weighted tree optimization problems optimal solutions often prefer low-weight edges,
Raidl and Julstrom [3] presented heuristics operators for edgesets that consider edge weights wij when constructing a tree.
1) Heuristic Initialization: To favor low-weighted edges
when generating the initial population, the algorithm
KruskalRST starts by sorting all edges in the underlying graph
according to their weights wij in ascending order. The first
spanning tree is created by choosing the first edges in the
ordered list. As these are the edges with lowest weights, the
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first generated spanning tree is a MST. Then, the k edges with
lowest weights are permuted randomly and another spanning
tree is created using the first edges in the list. The heuristic
initialization results in a strong bias towards MSTs, which
becomes lower with increasing k. k increases according to
k = α(i − 1)n/N , where N denotes the population size, i is
the number of the tree that is actually generated (i = 1, . . . , N )
and α, with 0 ≤ α ≤ (n − 1)/2, is a parameter that controls
the strength of the heuristic bias.
2) Heuristic Recombination: The heuristic recombination
operator is a modified version of KruskalRST* crossover.
Firstly, the operator transfers all edges E1 ∩ E2 that exist in
both parents T1 and T2 to the offspring. Then, the remaining
edges are chosen randomly from E 0 = (E1 ∪ E2 ) \ (E1 ∩
E2 ) using a tournament with replacement of size two. This
means, the weights wij of two randomly chosen edges are
compared and the edge with the lower weight is inserted
into the offspring (if no cycle is created). If the underlying
optimization problem is unconstrained, this procedure always
yields a spanning tree.
3) Heuristic Mutation: The heuristic mutation operator is
based on mutation by ”insertion before deletion”. A weightbased rank is assigned to all edges (i, j) ∈ E. The rank one
is assigned to the edge with the lowest weight. To favor lowweighted edges, the edge that is inserted is not chosen randomly but according to its rank R = b|N (0, βn)|cmod m+1,
where N (0, βn) is the normal distribution with zero mean
and standard deviation βn and m = n(n − 1)/2 denotes the
number of available edges. β is a parameter that controls the
bias towards low-weighted edges. If a chosen edge already
exists in T , it is discarded and the selection is repeated.
IV. B IAS OF E DGE -S ET E NCODING
A variation operator is unbiased if it does not tend to
produce solutions of any particular structure [12]. Therefore,
application of an unbiased search operator alone does not
modify the statistical properties of a population but allows
a uniform, non-directed search. A biased operator should only
be used if it is known a priori that the optimal solution of the
underlying optimization problem is similar to the operator’s
bias [34]. In contrast, unbiased operators should be used if no
a priori problem-specific knowledge is available.
We study the bias of edge-sets for random trees and consider
two possibilities for the edge weights wij :
• Random weights: The real-valued weights wij are generated randomly and are uniformly distributed in ]0, 10].
• Euclidean weights: The nodes are randomly placed on
a 10x10 grid. The weight wij is the Euclidean distance
between the nodes i and j.
As the weights wij are randomly created and wij 6=
wkl , ∀ij 6= kl, we can assume that there is a unique MST for
every random problem instance. T is the MST if P
c(T ) ≤ c(T 0 )
0
for all other spanning trees T , where c(T ) = (i,j)∈T wij .
For properties of MSTs, we refer to [35] who empirically
showed that the relative frequencies with which an edge of a
specific rank appears in the MST can be closely approximated
by exponential functions [35, Sect. II]. The similarity between
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two spanning trees Ti and Tj can be measured
using the
P
i
−
distance dij ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n−1} as dij = 21 u,v∈V, u<v |luv
j
i
luv |, where luv is 1 if edge (u, v) exists in Ti and 0 if not.
A. Initialization
Raidl and Julstrom [3] studied the bias of different initialization methods and found KruskalRST to be slightly biased
towards stars. As the bias is sufficiently small and because
of its lower running time it is preferred in comparison with
RandWalkRST as well as with PrimRST, which shows a
stronger bias towards stars.
Table I shows the average distances drand,mst between
MSTs and randomly generated trees Trand (the standard
deviations are shown in brackets). For each problem instance
(250 of each type) we generated 1,000 random solutions
Trand using either an unbiased encoding (Prüfer numbers),
non-heuristic KruskalRST (Sect. III-A.1), or the heuristic
initialization (Sect. III-B.1). α was set either to α = 1.5 as
recommended in [3], or to its maximum α = (n − 1)/2 which
results in the lowest possible bias. The results confirm that
KruskalRST is not biased towards MSTs ( [3] showed that
KruskalRST shows a small bias towards stars). Furthermore,
as expected, heuristic initialization shows a strong bias towards
MSTs even for the maximum value of α. Of interest is the
very strong bias towards MSTs when using α = 1.5. For
this parameter setting, randomly generated solutions share on
average 8.8 (out of nine possible) edges with an MST for 10
node problems and up to approximately 195 (out of 199) edges
with an MST for 200 node problems (assuming random wij ).
TABLE I
M EAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF D ISTANCES drand,mst
RANDOM TREES AND MST S
KruskalRST
non-heuristic

BETWEEN

n

weights

unbiased

heuristic initialization
α = 1.5 α = (n − 1)/2

10

Euclidean
random

7.20 (0.06)

7.20 (0.04)
7.20 (0.07)

0.44 (0.19)
0.20 (0.13)

3.80 (0.08)
3.74 (0.08)

20

Euclidean
random

17.10 (0.04)

17.10 (0.04)
17.10 (0.04)

1.06 (0.28)
0.42 (0.22)

12.02 (0.14)
12.09 (0.08)

25

Euclidean
random

22.08 (0.04)

22.07 (0.04)
22.08 (0.04)

1.37 (0.31)
0.55 (0.26)

16.70 (0.16)
16.76 (0.08)

100

Euclidean
random

97.02 (0.04)

97.02 (0.04)
97.02 (0.05)

5.98 (0.67)
2.12 (0.60)

87.89 (0.18)
88.22 (0.87)

200

Euclidean
197.02 (0.04) 11.99 (0.92) 176.45 (0.29)
197.03 (0.04)
random
197.00 (0.04) 3.93 (0.69) 177.25 (0.12)

B. Recombination
To investigate how strong edge-sets’ crossover operators
are biased towards MSTs, we randomly generate an initial
population of either µ = 50 or µ = 200 individuals. Then, in
each search step, one randomly created offspring replaces a
randomly chosen individual in the population. The offspring
is created either by recombination alone (with probability
pc = 1), or by recombination (pc = 1) and mutation (with
mutation probability pm = 1/n). We present results for the
following search operators:
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(d) n = 25, µ = 200
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Fig. 1. The plots show the mean of the distance dmst−pop between a population of either µ = 50 (top) or µ = 200 (bottom) randomly generated individuals
towards MSTs over the number of search steps. In each search step, two random parents are selected to form an offspring, which randomly replaces one
solution of the population. No selection operator is used. The heuristic crossover operator shows a strong bias towards MSTs.

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

nohxover only: non-heuristic KruskalRST* xover
(Sect. III-A.2) with pc =1, no mutation (pm =0), and nonheuristic initialization with KruskalRST (Sect. III-A.1).
hxover only: heuristic xover with pc = 1 (Sect. III-B.2),
no mutation (pm = 0), and non-heuristic initialization.
hxover, nohmut: heuristic xover (pc = 1), non-heuristic
mutation with pm = 1/n and “insertion before deletion”
(Sect. III-A.3), and non-heuristic init.
hxover, hmut (β = 1): heur. xover (pc = 1), heuristic
mutation (pm = 1/n) with β = 1 (Sect. III-B.3), and
non-heur. initialization.
hxover, hmut (β = 5): heur. xover (pc = 1), heur. mutation (p = 1/n, β = 5), and non-heur. init.
hxover, nohmut, hini: heur. xover (pc = 1), nonheur. mutation with pm = 1/n (“insertion before deletion”), and heur. init. with α = 1.5 (Sect. III-B.1).
hxover, hmut (β=1), hini: heur. xover (pc =1), heur. mutation (p = 1/n, β = 1), and heur. init. (α = 1.5).
hxover, hmut (β=5), hini: heur. xover (pc =1), heur. mutation (p = 1/n, β = 5), and heur. init. (α = 1.5).

We show experimental results for different problem sizes (25,
100, and 200) and up to 40,000 search steps. After each
search
Pµstep, we measure the average distance dmst−pop =
1/µ i=1 di,mst of the individuals Ti (i ∈ {0, . . . , µ − 1}) in
the population from the MST. As no selection operator is used,
no selection pressure pushes the population to high-quality
solutions.
We perform this experiment on 250 randomly generated
tree instances of different n with random wij . For every
instance we performed 10 runs with randomly chosen initial
populations. Results for Euclidean wij are equivalent but
omitted because of space limitations. Figure 1 shows the
mean of dmst−pop over the number of search steps. For
increased clarity, standard deviations are generally omitted; as
examples we plot the standard deviations for “nohxover only”.
The plots compare the different crossover operators (nonheuristic KruskalRST* xover and heuristic xover) either alone
or combined with mutation and/or initialization operators.
The results confirm previous findings [36] that crossover
without heuristics has no significant bias towards an MST
since it does not modify the statistical properties of the
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population (dmst−pop remains about constant over the number of search steps). However, we expect (as for the nonheuristic initialization operator) a minor bias towards stars [3,
Sect. IIIb]. The figures extend previous work showing that
heuristic crossover operators have a strong bias towards MSTs.
Applying heuristic crossover operators alone (hxover only)
pushes the population towards MSTs. After some search steps
(for example, after 1, 000 search steps for n = 25 and µ = 50),
the population is fully converged and cannot move any more.
If the population size is increased to µ = 200, the diversity
remains high enough and the population fully converges to
MSTs (compare for example Figs. 1(a) and 1(d)). The plots
for n = 100 and n = 200 show the same behavior.
The problem of low diversity can be amended when
combining heuristic crossover with heuristic or non-heuristic
mutation. Then, continuously new edges are introduced into
the population and no premature convergence occurs. Consequently, with a higher number of search steps, the population
keeps moving towards an MST. However, the population does
not reach an MST as the mutation operators continuously
insert new edges. Comparing variants of heuristic mutation
operators (hxover, hmut (β=1) and hxover, hmut (β=5)) shows
that with lower β the bias increases and the population
converges faster towards MSTs.
As observed in Table I, heuristic initialization results in a
strong bias towards MSTs. Combining crossover with heuristic
initialization allows the population to recover from the strong
initial bias and dmst−pop converges to the same values as
when using non-heuristic initialization (see plots for “hxover,
nohmut, hini”, “hxover, hmut (β=1), hini”, and “hxover, hmut
(β=5), hini”).
Summarizing the results, non-heuristic crossover results in
no significant bias towards MSTs. In contrast, the bias of
heuristic crossover towards MSTs is strong and after a few
thousand search steps the average distance of a population
from the MST is low (e.g. after 4000 search steps a population
of 200 individuals encoding a tree with n = 25 nodes shares
on average more than 21 edges with the MST).
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f(Ti )
n−1

d
0
Fig. 3.

n−1

i,opt

One-max tree problem

constant after some time. Although heuristic initialization
leads to a strong initial bias (see Table I), the mutation operator
allows the population to recover and to converge to the same
dmst−pop as for the non-heuristic initialization. Using a larger
population (µ = 200) delays convergence.
V. P ERFORMANCE OF E DGE -S ETS FOR THE O NE -M AX
T REE P ROBLEM
We study the performance of edge-set encoding for the onemax tree problem [7]. This easy test problem for trees allows
us to examine how the performance of EAs depends on the
type of optimum solution. Raidl and Julstrom [3] showed for
the one-max tree problem that all non-heuristic crossover operators PrimRST, KruskalRST, and RandWalkRST are nearly
equally effective, and that the *-variants (e.g. KruskalRST*)
should be preferred in comparison with the non-* variants
(e.g. KruskalRST). We extend this work and also study the
performance of the heuristic operators.
A. The One-Max Tree Problem
The one-max tree problem defines an optimization problem
where the optimal solution is either chosen randomly or by
hand [7]. The structure of this tree can be determined: it can
be for example an MST, a star, or any other arbitrary tree.
The fitness f (Ti ) of a tree Ti is defined as the number
of edges it has in common with the best solution Topt and
is calculated as f (Ti ) = n − 1 − di,opt , where di,opt is the
distance between Ti and Topt (see Fig. 3). We assume in all
experiments that edges exist between any pairs of nodes.

C. Mutation
Finally, we study the bias of the mutation operator for 250
random tree instances (n ∈ {25; 100; 200}) with random wij .
We create a random initial population of size µ using either
non-heuristic or heuristic initialization. Then, in every search
step a randomly chosen individual is mutated once using
either the non-heuristic “insertion-before-deletion” mutation,
or the heuristic variant with different β. The mutated offspring
replaces a randomly selected individual in the population.
Mutation only and no selection is used. With lower β, heuristic
mutation prefers edges with lower weights.
Figure 2 shows the mean of dmst−pop over the number
of search steps. The results confirm our assumption that the
non-heuristic mutation operator is approximately unbiased,
whereas the heuristic mutation is biased towards the MST.
As expected, the bias increases with lower β. Because of
the continuous insertion of new edges, a population does not
converge completely towards an MST but dmst−pop remains

B. Experimental Results
The EA is conventional (steady-state) with a population of
µ individuals and a (µ + 1)-selection strategy. In each search
step, two individuals of the population are chosen randomly
and are recombined to form an offspring. The offspring Tof f
is mutated with probability pmut . If the fitness of Tof f is
equal or higher than the fitness of the worst individual in the
population (f (Tof f ) ≥ min(f (Ti )), for i ∈ {0, . . . , µ − 1}),
it replaces the worst individual. Otherwise, it is discarded. We
present results for one-max problems of different sizes (n ∈
{10, 25, 50, 100, 150, 200}), where Topt is either a randomly
chosen tree (Trand ), a star (Tstar ) with randomly chosen center
i (i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}), or an MST (Tmst ). The EA is stopped
after eval search steps. Since EA performance depends on the
number of search steps, we increase eval for larger n (Table
II). In addition to the search operators described in Sect. IV-B,
we present results for the following search operators:
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Fig. 2. The plots show the mean of the distance dmst−pop of a population of µ randomly generated individuals from the MST over the number of search
steps for different problem sizes n. In each search step, one randomly chosen individual is mutated once and replaces a randomly chosen individual in the
population. No selection operator is used. The heuristic mutation operator is biased and the bias increases with lower β.

•

•

nohxover,
nohmut: non-heuristic KruskalRST*
crossover (pc = 1), non-heuristic mutation (pm = 1/n),
and non-heuristic initialization (KruskalRST).
NetKey: NetKey encoding with uniform crossover (pc =
1), mutation (pm = 1/n), and random initial population.

independent of the structure of the optimal solution [12,
Sect. 8.1]. Therefore, NetKeys are used as a representative
example of an unbiased encoding. We use standard uniform
crossover, standard mutation that assigns a random value to
rij with probability pm , and initialization that assigns random
values to the rij .

n
eval

Figure 4 shows the mean and standard deviation of the
distance dopt,bestf between the optimal solution Topt and the
best solution Tbestf that was found after eval (Table II) search
steps. We plot results for µ=50 (top) and µ=200 (bottom). Topt
is either a random tree (Topt = Trand ), a star (Topt = Tstar ),
or an MST (Topt = Tmst ). For Topt = Tmst we use random
wij ∈]0, . . . , 10] (otherwise, no wij need to be defined).

10
500

25
2,500

50
10,000

100
40,000

150
80,000

200
160,000

TABLE II
NUMBER OF SEARCH STEPS

eval FOR ONE - MAX TREE PROBLEMS

The NetKey encoding [7] (see also Sect. II) encodes a
tree as a continuous vector r of length n(n − 1)/2, where
rij ∈ [0, 1]. The rij are used as distance weights and the
represented tree is constructed from the rij by Kruskal’s or
Prim’s algorithm. Construction of the tree from the rij can be
done in time that is O(n2 ) (Prim’s algorithm) or O(n2 log(n))
(Kruskal’s algorithm). NetKeys are nearly uniformly redundant
[12, Sects. 6.5.4 and 8.1.1], as the use of Kruskal’s or Prim’s
algorithm introduces a small bias [3]. Since the bias is minor,
the performance of EAs using NetKeys is approximately

The results for edge-sets without heuristics (nohxover,
nohmut) confirm the findings from [3]. This work studied the
behavior of non-heuristic KruskalRST* crossover and showed
that EAs using this crossover operator show slightly higher
performance for Topt = Tstar than Topt = Trand (because of
the small bias of KruskalRST towards stars). The experiments
here extend these results and show that for Topt = Tmst , EA
performance is similar to the case Topt = Trand .
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Fig. 4. The figures show the performance of a (µ + 1)-EA for the one-max tree problem. We plot the distance dopt,bestf between the best found solution
Tbestf and the optimal solution Topt over the problem size n for µ = 50 (top) and µ = 200 (bottom). Topt is either a random tree (left), a star (middle),
or an MST (right). EA performance is low for heuristic search operators if the optimal solution is not an MST.

Combining non-heuristic crossover with heuristic mutation
(nohxover, hmut (β = 1)) results in low EA performance for
Topt = Trand and Topt = Tstar because of the bias of the
mutation operator. With larger µ, EA performance increases
as it results in a lower bias of heuristic mutation (see also
Fig. 2). For Topt = Tmst , the optimal solution can easily be
found.

bias, additional mutation (hxover, hmut (β = 1)) is not helpful
for Topt = Trand and Topt = Tstar and EA performance
is similar to that when using only heuristic crossover. Only
for Topt = Tmst does the performance of EAs solely using
heuristic crossover increase. However, as diversity rapidly gets
lost and the population converges fast (see Fig. 1), the optimal
MST cannot be reached (if no heuristic mutation is used).

Using only non-heuristic crossover (nohxover only) results
in a slightly worse (but still similar) performance than in combination with heuristic mutation for Topt = Trand and Topt =
Tstar because of problems with premature convergence. As
no mutation is used, no new edges can be inserted into
the population, and EA performance drops slightly. Using a
larger µ reduces such problems and increases EA performance.
Furthermore, as non-heuristic crossover has no bias towards
the MST, EA performance is nearly independent of Topt .

EAs using heuristic crossover and non-heuristic mutation
combined with either heuristic initialization (hxover, nohmut,
hini) or non-heuristic initialization (hxover, nohmut) show
similar behavior. Because of the bias of heuristic crossover, EA
performance is lower than when using non-heuristic crossover
(nohxover, nohmut), but higher than the variants with heuristic
mutation. If Topt = Tmst , using heuristic mutation leads to
high EA performance because of the bias of heuristic mutation.

Using only heuristic crossover (hxover only) results in a
lower performance than when using non-heuristic crossover
for Topt = Trand and Topt = Tstar since heuristic crossover
results in a strong bias towards MSTs. Because of this strong

Using heuristic crossover, heuristic mutation with β = 1,
and either heuristic (hxover, hmut (β = 1), hini) or nonheuristic initialization (hxover, hmut (β = 1)) leads to low EA
performance if Topt is not an MST. Finally, the performance
of NetKeys is practically independent of Topt and similar to
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that of non-heuristic crossover and mutation.
Summarizing the results, the performance of EAs that
employ heuristic operators for the one-max tree problem is
high when optimum solutions are MSTs but low otherwise.
VI. P ERFORMANCE OF E DGE -S ETS FOR THE OCST
P ROBLEM
The OCST problem [4] seeks a spanning tree that connects
all given nodes and satisfies their communication requirements
for a minimum total cost. Let G = (V, E) be a complete undirected graph with n = |V | nodes and m = |E| = n(n − 1)/2
edges. To every pair of nodes (i, j) a non-negative distance
weight wij and a non-negative communication requirement rij
are associated. The communication cost c(T ) of a spanning
tree T is defined as
X
c(T ) =
rij w(pTi,j ),
i,j∈V, i<j

where w(pTi,j ) denotes the weight of the unique path from node
i to node j in the spanning tree T . The OCST problem seeks
the spanning tree with minimal costs among all other spanning
trees. The OCST problem
P becomes the MST problem if there
are no rij and c(T ) = (i,j)∈E wij .
A. Approaches for Solving the OCST Problem
The OCST problem is not only N P-hard [17, p. 207] but
also MAX SN P-hard [37] which means it cannot be solved
using a polynomial-time approximation scheme unless P =
N P [38]. Therefore, the OCST problem belongs to the class
of optimization problems that behave like MAX-3SAT [17].
Only for a few problem instances have algorithms been
developed which return optimal solutions. The optimum requirement spanning tree problem, where all wij = 1, can
be solved in polynomial time using the Gomory-Hu spanning
tree algorithm [4], [39]. If all communication requirements are
equal (rij = 1), the optimal solution is a star if the wij satisfy
a stronger version of the triangle inequality [4]. All other
uniform demand versions, where wij ∈ {1, ∞} are N P-hard
[40], [41]. For the uniform demand version, [42] presented a
heuristic that finds a tree T with cost c(T ) ≤ 2c(Topt ).
Peleg [43] showed that the OCST problem is reducible to
a problem called the minimum average stretch spanning tree
problem [44]. Therefore, it can be solved by a randomized
algorithm that constructs a spanning
tree with an average
√
cost less than or equal to exp(O( log n log log n)) [37], [44].
Other approximation algorithms
are based on the volume of
P
communication c(G) = i,j∈E rij tG
ij in the complete graph
G, where tG
is
the
sum
of
all
the
weights
along the shortest
ij
path between i and j in G. c(G) represents a trivial lower
bound for c(T ). Randomized algorithms construct a spanning
tree T with expected cost c(T ) = O(log n log log n)c(G) [45].
Non-randomized, deterministic algorithms find a spanning
tree with cost c(T ) = O(log2 n)c(G) [37], [46]. Charikar
et al. [47] improved these results and presented a deterministic approximation algorithm that results in c(T ) =
O(log n log log n)c(G). Focusing on Euclidean wij , deterministic approximation algorithms output a spanning tree with cost
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c(T ) = O(log n)c(G) [37], [47]. Despite the progress made,
such approximation techniques cannot provide approximations
better than c(T ) = Ω(log n)c(G) [44]. We conclude that no
efficient algorithmic methods are available for standard OCST
problems.
To overcome the limitations of exact and approximation
algorithms, heuristic optimization methods have been used.
Palmer [5] recognized that using a proper tree representation
is crucial for performance of heuristic optimization methods.
Therefore, following his work, a variety of encodings has been
studied (for an overview compare Sect. II).
Rothlauf et al. showed that on average, optimal solutions
for OCST problems are similar to MSTs [14]. Therefore,
operators as well as encodings that are biased towards MSTs
are expected to solve OCST problems more efficiently.
B. A GA for Finding High-Quality Solutions
To be able to study how the performance of edge-sets
depends on the structure of Topt , an optimal or near-optimal
solution must be determined. However, because of the N Phardness of the problem, optimal solutions can be determined
only for small problem instances with reasonable computational effort. The following algorithm should identify optimal
or near-optimal solutions for small OCST problems.
Harik et al. [48] showed that the probability α that a genetic
algorithm (GA) with non-overlapping populations fails to find
an optimal solution is O(exp(−N )), where N is the GA’s
population size. Therefore, GA performance increases with
N . Consequently, we apply a GA niter times to an OCST
problem using a population size of N0 . T0best denotes the best
solution of cost c(T0best ) that is found during the niter runs.
In a next round we double the population size and again apply
a GA niter times with a population size of N1 = 2N0 . T1best
denotes the best solution with cost c(T1best ) that can be found
in the second round. We continue this iteration and double
best
the population size Ni = 2Ni−1 until Tibest = Ti−1
and
best
best
is found in more than
n(Ti )/niter > 0.5, this means Ti
50% of the runs in round i. n(Tibest ) denotes the number of
runs that find the best solution Tibest in round i. We assume
bestf
that the solution Tlast
found in the last iteration is the optimal
bestf
or near-optimal solution (Topt = Tlast
).
For finding optimal solutions Topt for OCST problems of
size n = 10 and n = 20 we use a standard GA with
traditional parameter settings. The problem was encoded using
NetKeys [7] as they have high locality and represent all
possible trees approximately uniformly. The GA uses uniform
crossover and tournament selection without replacement. The
size of the tournament is three, pc = 0.8, and pm = 1/n
(mutation assigns a random value [0, 1] to an allele). For the
GA we started with N0 = 100 and set niter = 20. Each
GA run is stopped after a maximum of 200 generations. The
computational effort for the experiments is high.
Figure 5 shows the number of problem instances over the
distance dopt,mst between Topt (determined by the GA) and
the MST for 1,000 randomly created OCST problems with 10
(Fig. 5(a)) and 20 (Fig. 5(b)) nodes. The problems are created
randomly using either random or Euclidean wij (see Sect. IV).
The rij are random and uniformly distributed in ]0,10].
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Fig. 5. Distribution of the problem instances over the distance dopt,mst
between Topt and MST for 10 and 20 node problems using either random
or Euclidean wij . Optimal solutions for OCST problems are biased towards
MSTs.

Comparing dopt,mst to drand,mst (unbiased representation
in Table I) confirms existing results [14] that optimal solutions
for OCST problems are biased towards MSTs. Furthermore,
optimal solutions for OCST problems with random wij show
a stronger bias than with Euclidean wij . Because of the bias
of Topt towards MSTs, the problem is supposed to be easy for
EAs using edge-sets with heuristic operators.
C. Influence of dopt,mst on the Performance of EAs using
Edge-Sets
We study how the performance of EAs using edge-sets
depends on dopt,mst . We use the 1,000 problem instances from
Sect. VI-B and the steady-state EA from Sect. V-B. Each run
is stopped after eval search steps (Table III) and we perform
10 runs for each problem instance.
n
µ
eval

10
50
2,000

20
200
5,000

50
10,000

200
20,000

TABLE III
eval FOR SMALL OCST

NUMBER OF SEARCH STEPS

PROBLEMS

The plots in Fig. 6 show the percentage of EA runs that
c(Tbestf )−c(Topt )
find Topt over dopt,mst (left) and the gap
(in
c(Topt )
percent) between the cost of the best found solution Tbestf
and the cost of Topt over dopt,mst (right). We present results
for different population sizes (µ=50 and µ=200) and different
problem sizes (n=10 and n=20). Results are only plotted
for those dopt,mst , where there are more than 10 problem
instances. For example, for n=10, µ=50, and Euclidean wij
(Fig. 6(a)) we show results only for dopt,mst ∈ {0, . . . , 6} as
there are only 3 (out of 1,000) instances with dopt,mst = 7
(compare Fig. 5(a)).
EAs using heuristic crossover always find Topt if Topt
is very similar to the MST (dopt,mst is low). For larger
dopt,mst , EA performance drops sharply and the percentage
of runs that find Topt is low. Because of the strong bias
of the heuristic initialization, combining heuristic crossover
with heuristic initialization results in lower EA performance
for larger dopt,mst in comparison with using non-heuristic
initialization.

In contrast to heuristic crossover, the performance of EAs
using non-heuristic crossover (“nohxover, nohmut” and “nohxover, hmut (β = 1)”) decreases only slightly with larger
dopt,mst . Combining the non-heuristic crossover with heuristic
mutation (nohxover, hmut (β = 1)) results in higher EA performance than when using non-heuristic mutation (nohxover,
nohmut) if dopt,mst is low (compare the n = 10 and n = 20
node problems with random wij ). This is a result of the bias of
the heuristic mutation. In contrast, if dopt,mst is large (compare
the n = 20 node problems with Euclidean wij ) use of nonheuristic mutation (nohxover, nohmut) results in higher EA
performance than use of biased heuristic mutation (nohxover,
hmut (β = 1)). NetKeys show similar performance to edgesets with non-heuristic crossover and mutation (nohxover,
nohmut). Comparing different types of wij , OCST problems
with random wij are easier for EAs using heuristic search
operators since optimal solutions are more similar to MSTs.
Using different population sizes yields no differences in EA
performance.
In summary, heuristic search operators only perform well
for OCST problems where Topt closely resembles an MST.
Otherwise EAs using heuristic crossover fail. Using heuristic
mutation has a similar, but weaker effect on EA performance.
Non-heuristic crossover and mutation results in EA performance which is nearly independent of dopt,mst . These finding
c(Tbestf )−c(Topt )
are confirmed when examining the gap
.
c(Topt )
D. EA Performance for Test Instances from the Literature
OCST test instances have been proposed by [5], [6], [49].
An analysis of the test instances was performed in [14]. For
all test instances optimal or near-optimal solutions are known.
Palmer [5] introduced problem instances with six (palmer6),
twelve (palmer12), 24 (palmer24), 47, and 98 nodes. The
nodes correspond to US cities and the wij are obtained from a
tariff database. The rij are inversely proportional to wij . Berry
et al. [6] presented three problem instances, one with six nodes
(berry6) and two with 35 nodes (berry35 and berry35u). For
berry35u, the weights wij = 1. Raidl [49] proposed several
test instances ranging from 10 to 100 nodes. The wij and
rij were generated randomly and are uniformly distributed in
[0, 100].
Table IV lists the properties of optimal or best known
solutions Topt . It shows the number of nodes n, the average
distance drand,mst of 10,000 randomly generated unbiased
trees Trand , the distance dopt,mst , and the cost c(Topt ). In
the instance berry35u, all distances are uniform (wij = 1), so
all spanning trees are minimal. For all test instances, dopt,mst
is always smaller than drand,mst . Therefore, optimal solutions
are biased towards MSTs.
For our experiments we use the same steady-state EA as
before. Each run is stopped after eval search steps (Table IV)
and we perform 25 runs for each test instance. We compare
the performance of EAs that use the same search operators as
described in Sects. IV-B and V-B. As optimal solutions are
similar to MSTs, we extend our study and also present results
for the following search operators:
• nohxover, nohmut (MST): edge-sets with non-heuristic
crossover (pc = 1), non-heuristic mutation (pm = 1/n),
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Fig. 6. Performance of a steady-state (µ + 1)-EA for random n=10 (Figs. 6(a)-6(d)) and n=20 (Figs. 6(e)-6(h)) problems. Each figure shows the average
percentage of optimal solutions that can be found over dopt,mst (left) and the mean of the gap between the cost of the best found solution Tbestf and the
cost of Topt over dopt,mst . Heuristic crossover outperforms the non-heuristic variant only if optimal solutions closely resemble MSTs (dopt,mst is small).
For larger dopt,mst , heuristic variants result in low EA performance. In contrast, non-heuristic crossover results in nearly constant EA performance.
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TABLE IV
P ERFORMANCE OF EA

USING VARIANTS OF THE CROSSOVER OPERATOR FOR

problem
instance

n drand,mst

palmer6

6

3.36

1

palmer12 12

9.17

5

3,428,509 5,000

palmer24 24

21.05

12

1,086,656 20,000

raidl10

10

7.20

3

53,674

1,000

raidl20

20

17.07

2

157,570

5,000

raidl50

50

47.09

13

806,864 40,000

raidl75

75

72.02

18

1,717,491 40,000

raidl100 100

97.09

32

2,561,543 80,000

berry6

3.51

0

534

300

-

-

16,273

40,000

32.05

0

16,915

20,000

6

berry35u 35

berry35

35

optimal solutions
eval
dopt,mst c(Topt )
693,180

300

Trand MST
psuc
dbestf,opt
gap (in %)
psuc
dbestf,opt
gap (in %)
psuc
dbestf,opt
gap (in %)
psuc
dbestf,opt
gap (in %)
psuc
dbestf,opt
gap (in %)
psuc
dbestf,opt
gap (in %)
psuc
dbestf,opt
gap (in %)
psuc
dbestf,opt
gap (in %)
psuc
dbestf,opt
gap (in %)
psuc
dbestf,opt
gap (in %)
psuc
dbestf,opt
gap (in %)

149
244
852
512
1,145
2,493
3,414
4,534
140
308
2,143

0
1
2.39
-0
5
13.07
0
12
80.35
0
3
8.72
0
2
5.22
0
13
13.07
0
18
39.95
0
32
40.82
1
0
0
0
37.22
1
0
0

and non-heuristic initialization. One randomly chosen
initial solution is an MST (all other µ −1 initial solutions
are generated randomly).
• NetKey (MST): uniform crossover (pc = 1), mutation
(pm = 1/n), and random initial population. One randomly chosen initial solution is an MST (all other µ − 1
initial solutions are random).
The original variants “nohxover, nohmut” and “NetKey” with
random initial populations are denoted as “nohxover, nohmut
(rnd)” and “NetKey (rnd)”, respectively. Furthermore, we show
results for 10,000 randomly generated trees Trand (indicated
as Trand ).
Table IV lists the percentage of runs psuc that find Topt ,
the distance dbestf,opt between the best solution Tbestf that
was found after eval search steps and Topt (averaged over all
c(Tbestf )−c(Topt )
25 runs), and the gap
(in percent) between
c(Topt )
c(Tbestf ) and c(Topt ) (also averaged over all 25 runs). For
the 10,000 randomly generated solutions Trand , we present
c(Trand )−c(Topt )
(in percent averaged over
results for the gap
c(Topt )
all 10,000 random trees Trand ).
Since the difference between c(Tmst ) and c(Topt ) is much
lower than the difference between c(Trand ) and c(Topt ),
already an MST is always a high-quality solution for all
test problems. For berry6 and berry35, where the optimal
solution is an MST, EAs using heuristic crossover (hxover)
can easily find Topt . For test instances with a large dopt,mst
(for example the large raidl test instances), EAs using heuristic
crossover have problems finding Topt . Although, the gap

OCST

TEST PROBLEMS FROM THE LITERATURE

nohxover, nohmut nohxover
hxover, hini
hxover
(MST)
(rnd)
hmut (β=1) nohmut hmut (β=1) hmut (β=1)
0.64
0.64
0.82
0.98
1
1
0.52
0.54
0.26
0.04
0
0
0.52
0.68
0.30
0.04
0
0
0.2
0.26
0.24
0
0.04
0.12
2.72
2.62
2.06
3.08
1.56
1.46
1.07
1.02
0.61
1.74
0.47
0.40
1
1
0
0.88
0
0
0
0
3.2
0.12
6.48
4.84
0
0
5.93
0.01
29.68
22.35
0.58
0.48
1
0
0.5
0.74
0.44
0.64
0
1.6
0.5
0.26
0.94
1.76
0
3.25
0.89
0.46
0.44
0
0.74
0
1
0.96
0.76
6.8
1.12
1.18
0
0.24
1.10
33.13
0.86
0.59
0
0.18
0.067
0
0.467
0
0
0
4.27
12.53
1.27
8.73
5.53
4.13
0.80
7.98
0.15
4.10
1.59
1.10
0
0
0.067
0
0
0
12.4
46.33
12.27
14.8
2.87
3.87
4.64
57.80
3.00
7.61
0.26
0.66
0
0
0.267
0
0
0
20
53.53
7.87
22.47
2.2
4.67
5.80
37.01
1.20
7.32
0.53
0.58
1
0.88
1
1
1
1
0
0.12
0
0
0
0
0
0.57
0
0
0
0
0
0.52
0.02
0.02
0
0.02
6.64
6.1
12.44
6.6
13.82
11.86
2.19
1.54
8.31
2.13
10.16
6.92
1
0.92
1
1
1
1
1
0.46
0.64
1
1
0.96
0
0.23
0
0
0
0

NetKey
(MST) (rnd)
0.64
0.6
0.56 0.48
0.61 0.58
0.28 0.22
2.28 2.48
0.82 0.98
0.16
0.2
1.8
1.48
2.45 1.32
0.34 0.36
0.88 1.02
2.14 3.82
0.56 0.08
0.58
4.6
0.47 17.10
0
0
7.8 20.67
3.30 28.30
0
0
18.07 54.93
13.67 127.03
0
0
29.27 68.47
13.95 106.74
1
0.8
0
0.22
0
1.15
0
0
11.6 11.26
6.25 6.66
1
0.02
1
5.58
0
16.28

between c(Tbestf ) and c(Topt ) is low and similar to nonheuristic crossover and heuristic mutation (nohxover, hmut
(β = 1)), the strong bias of the heuristic crossover does not
allow EAs to reach Topt . High EA performance is obtained
(except for palmer24) when combining non-heuristic crossover
with heuristic mutation (nohxover, hmut (β = 1)). Heuristic
mutation results in a lower bias towards MSTs than heuristic
crossover (compare Figs. 1 and 2) and also allows high EA
performance for problems where dopt,mst is large.
The results confirm the findings from the previous sections.
Non-heuristic crossover shows good performance independently of dopt,mst . Heuristic crossover finds optimal solutions
only if they resemble MSTs.
E. EA Performance for Randomly Generated OCST Problems
with an Unknown Optimal Solution
Finally, we study edge-sets’ performance for large OCST
problem instances. We do not know Topt , and EA performance
is determined only by the fitness c(Tbestf ) of the best found
solution Tbestf . We must bear in mind that optimal solutions
are similar to MSTs, and in comparison with randomly chosen
trees, an MST is already a high-quality solution.
We use the same steady-state EA as before. Each EA
run is stopped after eval search steps (Table V). We
present results for random problems of different sizes (n ∈
{10, 25, 50, 100, 150, 200}) with either random or Euclidean
wij . For each type of problem, we create either 100 (n < 100),
25 (100 ≤ n ≤ 150), or 10 (n = 200) random instances. For
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Fig. 7. The figures compare the performance of a steady-state EA (population size µ) for randomly generated OCST problems with either Euclidean (left)
or random wij (right). Each figure shows the average gap between the cost of the best found solutions Tbestf and MSTs over the problem size n (higher
performance results in higher gap). For random wij , heuristic search operators outperform non-heuristic variants as dopt,mst is low. With larger dopt,mst
(Euclidean wij ), the bias of the heuristic operators hinders finding optimal solutions and non-heuristic variants result in higher EA performance.

n
eval

10
1,000

25
5,000

50
20,000

100
80,000

150
160,000

200
320,000

TABLE V
N UMBER OF SEARCH STEPS eval FOR LARGE OCST PROBLEMS

each instance, 10 EA runs are performed. We compare the
search operators described in Sects. IV-B, V-B, and VI-D.
c(Tmst )−c(Tbestf )
Figure 7 presents the average gap
(in
c(Tmst )
percent) between the cost c(Tbestf ) of the best found solution
Tbestf at the end of each run and the cost c(Tmst ) of the
MST over the problem size n. The larger the gap, the better
the solutions, which are found. We compare the performance
between different search operators based on the fitness gap
between Tbestf and MST since an MST is already a highquality solution and the design of the search operators used
is such that MSTs (or slight variants of it) are created with
a high probability in either the initial population (heuristic
initialization), or during the EA run (heuristic mutation or
crossover). For random distance weights, we do not present
results for “nohxover, nohmut (rnd)” and “NetKey (rnd)” as
EAs using these representation variants have not been able to
find solutions that have a cost similar to or lower than the
MST.
There are differences between problem instances with Euclidean wij (left) and random wij (right). For Euclidean
wij , best solutions are found when using non-heuristic search

operators starting with an MST (“nohxover, nohmut (MST)”).
Solution quality is low when using heuristic initialization,
crossover, and mutation (hxover, hmut (β = 1), hini). The
situation is different for random wij . Here, EA performance
is high for heuristic initialization, crossover, and mutation;
in contrast, EA performance is lower when using the nonheuristic variant. This is because OCST problems with random
wij have optimum solutions that are more similar to MSTs (see
Fig. 5) and, thus, search operators with a strong bias towards
MSTs result in high EA performance. Consequently, heuristic
variants like “hxover, hmut (β = 1), hini” with a strong
bias towards MSTs perform better for random wij (optimal
solutions are more similar to MSTs) than for Euclidean wij .
Comparing the results for µ = 50 and µ = 200 reveals no
great differences (especially for larger n).
The results confirm the previous findings. Heuristic search
operators result in high EA performance if optimal solutions
resemble MSTs (OCST problems with random wij ). In contrast, for larger dopt,mst (OCST problems with Euclidean wij )
non-heuristic operators show higher performance.
VII. S UMMARY AND C ONCLUSIONS
This work investigates the bias of edge-sets [3] and examines how their performance depends on the type of optimal solution. Results are presented for the one-max tree problem and
the optimal communication spanning tree (OCST) problem. As
expected and intended by the design of the encoding [3], edge
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sets’ heuristic initialization, crossover, and mutation operators
are biased towards MSTs. The bias is especially strong for
the heuristic crossover operator. In contrast, the non-heuristic
search operators show no significant bias and their application
results in an undirected and uniform search.
For the one-max tree problem, using edge-sets’ heuristic
crossover and mutation operators leads to low EA performance
if the optimal solution is a random tree or star and to high EA
performance if the optimal solution is an MST. In contrast, the
performance of EAs using edge-sets’ non-heuristic operators
is practically independent of the type of optimal solution.
For OCST problems, the bias of optimal solutions towards MSTs is stronger for problems defined on random
distance weights wij in comparison with problems defined
on Euclidean wij . Because of the bias of edge-sets’ heuristic
operators towards MSTs, EAs using such operators can easily
solve OCST problems where optimal solutions are similar to
MSTs (OCST problems with random wij ). However, with
decreasing similarity between MSTs and optimal solutions
(OCST problems with Euclidean wij ), the performance of EAs
using heuristic operators strongly decreases and non-heuristic
operators lead to better results. For example, studying small
OCST problems with 20 nodes and Euclidean wij shows that,
if the optimal solution and the MST share less than 14 (out
of 19 possible) edges, EAs using heuristic operators find a
maximum of 10% of the optimal solutions whereas EAs using
non-heuristic variants find about 50%.
The results show that edge-sets’ heuristic operators are a
good choice for tree problems only where optimal solutions
closely resemble MSTs. The problems of edge-sets’ heuristic
operators emphasize the difficulty of a proper design of direct
representations. In contrast to indirect representations, the
behavior of new, problem-specific search operators is often
unknown. Although optimal solutions for OCST problems are
biased towards MSTs, edge-sets with heuristic operators that
use this problem-specific knowledge and are biased towards
MSTs can fail. Therefore, we recommend using unbiased representations/operators if there is no problem-specific knowledge a priori. Proper representations for such tree problems are
for example edge-sets with non-heuristic operators or NetKeys.
When biased representations/operators are used, their bias
must match the properties of optimum solutions, otherwise
failure is unavoidable.
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